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Abstract: In this study, models based on quantitative imaging biomarkers of post-stroke structural con-
nectome disruption were used to predict six-month outcomes in various domains. Demographic infor-
mation and clinical MRIs were collected from 40 ischemic stroke subjects (age: 68.1 6 13.2 years, 17
female, NIHSS: 6.8 6 5.6). Diffusion-weighted images were used to create lesion masks, which were
uploaded to the Network Modification (NeMo) Tool. The NeMo Tool, using only clinical MRIs, allows
estimation of connectome disruption at three levels: whole brain, individual gray matter regions and
between pairs of gray matter regions. Partial Least Squares Regression models were constructed for
each level of connectome disruption and for each of the three six-month outcomes: applied cognitive,
basic mobility and daily activity. Models based on lesion volume were created for comparison. Cross-
validation, bootstrapping and multiple comparisons corrections were implemented to minimize over-
fitting and Type I errors. The regional disconnection model best predicted applied cognitive (R2 5 0.56)
and basic mobility outcomes (R2 5 0.70), while the pairwise disconnection model best predicted the
daily activity measure (R2 5 0.72). These results demonstrate that models based on connectome disrup-
tion metrics were more accurate than ones based on lesion volume and that increasing anatomical
specificity of disconnection metrics does not always increase model accuracy, likely due to statistical
adjustments for concomitant increases in data dimensionality. This work establishes that the NeMo
Tool’s measures of baseline connectome disruption, acquired using only routinely collected MRI scans,
can predict 6-month post-stroke outcomes in various functional domains including cognition, motor
function and daily activities. Hum Brain Mapp 37:2587–2601, 2016. VC 2016 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION

Stroke affects approximately 800,000 people in the U.S.
each year and is a major cause of adult disability [Mozaf-
farian et al., 2014]. Impairments after stroke often include
motor and language dysfunction, but there can also be
more subtle cognitive and general impairments that
directly affect a patient’s quality of life. Accurate clinical
prognoses are critical for policy makers and physicians to
develop effective rehabilitation plans and for patients and
their caregivers to plan for the future. Imaging biomarkers,
in particular those of the structural connectome, have
increasingly played an important role in predictions of
chronic post-stroke outcomes [Auriat et al., 2015; Crofts
et al., 2011; Imura et al., 2015; Johansen-Berg et al., 2010;
Mukherjee, 2005; Venkatasubramanian et al., 2013], see
Grefkes and Fink, [2014] for a review. The connectome, or
map of structural and functional connections in the brain,
has become commonplace in the neuroscience literature,
starting with work by Sporns et al. [2005]. Since then, a
wealth of studies investigating the relationship between
connectome structure and ability in healthy subjects[Li
et al., 2009; Wen et al., 2011], as well as connectome disor-
der/disruption and disability in subjects with various psy-
chiatric and neurological disorders have been published
[Belmonte et al., 2004; Skudlarski et al., 2010; Stam et al.,
2007; Supekar et al., 2008]. In particular, measures of both
local and remote white matter connectome disruption in
stroke have been shown to predict motor [Puig et al.,
2013], language [Hope et al., 2013] and cognitive recovery
[Warren et al., 2014]. However, few quantitative imaging-
based studies have focused on broader measures of activ-
ities that are likely related to distributed networks within
the brain and that affect quality of life, such as general
cognition, basic mobility, and daily activities [Cheng et al.,
2014; Imura et al., 2015].

The Network Modification (NeMo) Tool [Kuceyeski
et al., 2013] quantifies disruptions in the brain’s structural
network by mapping areas of damage or abnormality onto
a large collection of healthy connectomes. It is one of a
limited, albeit increasing, number of studies that have uti-
lized healthy connectome information to predict network
effects in various pathological states [Boes et al., 2015;
Honey and Sporns, 2008; Raj et al., 2012; Seeley et al.,
2009]. The NeMo Tool has recently been used to investi-
gate lesion-dysfunction relationships [Kuceyeski et al.,
2015b] and longitudinal remote degeneration [Kuceyeski

et al., 2014] in stroke. It has also been used to relate white
matter and gray matter pathologies in normal aging [Glod-
zik et al., 2014] and reveal lesion-symptom relationships in
subtle cognitive impairment associated with early multiple
sclerosis [Kuceyeski et al., 2015a]. Two main advantages of
the NeMo Tool are that it uses MRI sequences routinely
obtained in the acute clinical setting and does not require
expertise in advanced diffusion image processing and trac-
tography. This allows for a clinically feasible method of
quantitatively estimating from an MRI in the acute phase
of stroke the pattern of disconnection with the aim of pro-
viding insight into post-stroke outcomes. The NeMo Tool
allows estimation of connectome changes at three different
levels: changes in whole brain network metrics (global),
changes in the connectivity of gray matter regions to the
rest of the network (regional) and changes in connectivity
between pairs of gray matter regions (pairwise). In net-
work terms, the regional level measure is akin to changes
in a node’s degree while the pair-wise level measure is
akin to changes in edge strength. In this work, we
hypothesized that models based on the NeMo Tool’s mea-
sure of baseline regional and pairwise connectome disrup-
tion would better predict 6-month post-stroke functional
outcomes than models based on lesion volume measures
or global connectome disruption measures, which is most
similar to what is used clinically.

METHODS

Subjects and Data

One hundred and twenty-one patients with acute stroke
were admitted to the inpatient rehabilitation unit at New
York-Presbyterian (NYP) Hospital/Weill Cornell Medical
Center between July 2012 and February 2015 and provided
consent for participation in this IRB-approved study. Sub-
jects were included if they had (1) ischemic stroke, (2) MRI
scans acquired at NYP within 14 days of stroke, (3) appa-
rent hyper-intensities on diffusion-weighted images (DWI)
and (4) completed 6-month follow-up testing. One subject
was excluded due to a concurrent cancer diagnosis whose
treatment would influence their rehabilitation and recovery
after stroke. Forty subjects (age: 68.1 6 13.2 years, 17 female,
NIHSS: 6.8 6 5.6) satisfied these inclusion criteria (see Sup-
porting Information Table I for cohort characteristics). T1
and DWI sequences were collected within 14 days of stroke
on 1.5 Tesla (24 subjects) or 3.0 Tesla (16 subjects) GE Signa
EXCITE scanners (GE Healthcare, Waukesha, WI). The
DWI sequences (on both 1.5 T and 3.0 T) were acquired
axially via an echo-planar imaging sequence, with
b 5 1,000 s/mm2 and b 5 0 s/mm2 from 30 5-mm thick sli-
ces and 128 3 128 matrix size, 1 mm in-plane resolution,
240 mm FOV, and repetition time/echo time/inversion
time 5 8,000, 9,000 or 10,000/70-100/0 ms. T1 scans were
acquired axially (repetition time/echo time/inversion time-
5 500/10/0 ms for 1.5 T and 1,700/7 or 21/725 for 3.0 T)

Abbreviations

AMPAC Activity Measure for Post Acute Care
CST Cortico-spinal tract
DWI Diffusion-weighted images
FA Fractional anisotropy
MNI Montreal Neurological Institute
NYP New York-Presbyterian
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with a 256 3 256 matrix over 30 5.0-mm thick slices with
0.5 mm in-plane resolution and 240 mm FOV.

Our functional outcome measure was the computer-

adaptive version of the Activity Measure for Post Acute

Care (AMPACTM), which was performed on subjects upon

discharge from the rehabilitation facility and again at 6

months post-stroke via telephone. The AMPAC was

designed to assess post-acute functionality in adults and

assesses three domains: (1) applied cognitive functioning
(e.g., using a phone, following complex instructions, read-

ing print material), (2) basic mobility (e.g., ambulation,

transfers, lifting, bending, lifting, carrying) and (3) daily

activities (e.g., feeding, grooming, dressing, meal prepara-

tion) [Haley et al., 2004]. Patients assign a level of diffi-

culty (no difficulty, a little difficulty, a lot of difficulty,

cannot/unable to do) to each of the functional tasks and

activities in the AMPAC. The AMPAC was implemented

due to the minimal time required, ease of use and the fact

that it could be administered over the phone. This test has

been validated in post-acute care patients with major neu-

rological, orthopedic, and medical conditions [Andres

et al., 2004; Jette et al., 2007; Siebens et al., 2005]. Scores

are between 0 and 100 where high scores indicate less dif-

ficulty and need for assistance.

Image Processing and the NeMo Tool

Lesion masks in this cohort were created and processed
as in our previous studies [Kuceyeski et al., 2014; Kuceyeski
et al., 2015b]. Specifically, masks indicating acute stroke
injury as identified by apparent DWI hyperintensities were
hand drawn by two raters (BN and AK) using FSLview
[Smith et al., 2004]. Inter-rater agreement of the lesion masks
was assessed using Dice’s similarity index [Dice, 1945], a
measure which is widely used to assess voxel-wise agree-
ment of binary lesion masks [Zou et al., 2004]. A Dice’s
index of between 0.6 and 0.8 is considered good [Seghier
et al., 2008]. The stroke subjects’ T1 scans were normalized
to Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space using linear
followed by non-linear normalization in SPM8 [Friston
et al., 2006], and these transformations were then applied to
the DWI mask with nearest neighbor interpolation.

The NeMo Tool estimates structural connectome disrup-
tion that arises from a given lesion mask or area of pathol-
ogy. It does so by superimposing the patient’s lesion mask
on a database of normal control connectomes that have
been coregistered to a common space (Montreal Neurolog-
ical Institute, or MNI space) (see Fig. 1). Seventy-three
healthy subjects (40 men, 33 women, 30.2 6 6.7 years) were
used to create the normal connectomes, see Kuceyeski

Figure 1.

A schematic of the Network Modification Tool and how it is used to estimate the three levels of

structural connectome disruption (global, regional and pairwise) due to a given individual’s stroke

lesion. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.

com.]
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et al., [2013] for details. Briefly, diffusion MRIs (55-direc-
tion HARDI acquired, b 5 1000) were corrected for eddy
current and motion artifacts using FSL [Smith et al., 2004]
and T1 images were segmented and parcellated into 116
gray matter regions in the AAL atlas [Tzourio-Mazoyer
et al., 2002]. The orientation distribution function of the
pre-processed diffusion data was reconstructed using a
spherical harmonic representation of q-ball imaging [Hess
et al., 2006]. The surface voxels of the parcellated cortical
and subcortical structures were used to seed the probabil-
istic tractography algorithm. The tractography algorithm
used incorporated tissue classification probability and ori-
entation distribution information in a Bayesian manner,
allowing for crossing and kissing fibers [Iturria-Medina
et al., 2005]. In this work, we averaged the nine regions in
the left cerebellum, nine in the right cerebellum and eight
regions in the vermis in the 116-region AAL atlas to yield
a total of 93 ROIs in the final connectome. Global network
metrics, such as efficiency and characteristic path length,
were calculated on the weighted network that was con-
structed by counting the total number of fibers between
pairs of regions. Each individual’s network was then nor-
malized by their total fiber count (sum of the network
edges) to control for head size variations across the popu-
lation. The NeMo Tool estimated structural connectome
disruption for each patient’s lesion mask at three different
levels: (1) the global, whole-brain level, (2) at the level of
individual gray matter regions and (3) at the level of con-
nections between pairs of gray matter regions. Global con-
nectome disruption is estimated by removing streamlines
that pass through the lesion mask and recalculating the
“lesioned” whole brain tract count network and resulting
network metrics. We normalized the “lesioned” tract count
network by the total fiber count in the original (intact) net-
work since normalizing by the number of new (smaller)
fibers would cause network edges that were not damaged
to increase compared to their original values, which is not

physiological or interpretable. Regional connectome disrup-
tion is estimated via the Change in Connectivity (ChaCo)
score [Kuceyeski et al., 2013]. The ChaCo score corresponds
to the percent of streamlines connecting to a given gray
matter region that pass through an area of infarct. In this
analysis, higher ChaCo scores corresponded to a higher
percent of estimated connectivity disruption experienced by
a given region as a result of the infarct. Pairwise connec-
tome disruptions are quantified by taking the z-score of the
pairwise connections, or edges in the connectivity network,
in the “lesioned” network compared to the normal connec-
tomes in the NeMo Tool. Global, regional and pairwise
scores were calculated using each of the 73 normal controls’
tractograms and the mean over these scores taken to be the
final value. Finally, for comparison, we also constructed a
model based on lesion volume (log transformed).

Predicting Six-Month APMAC Scores: Global,

Regional and Pairwise Level Models

Four different models predicting six-month AMPAC
scores were compared, based on (1) lesion volume, (2)
global connectome disruption measures, (3) regional con-
nectome disruption measures (ChaCo scores) and (4) pair-
wise connection disruption measures. The modeling
approach used here is similar to the work done in our pre-
vious paper that predicted baseline functional and impair-
ment scores [Kuceyeski et al., 2015b]. Specifically, Partial
Least Squares Regression (PLSR) models at each of the
three levels were constructed for each of the three follow-
up (6 month) AMPAC scores. Non-imaging input variables
in each of the models included age, gender, years of edu-
cation, previous cerebrovascular accident (CVA), length of
stay in the rehabilitation facility, months of therapy after
discharge and discharge AMPAC score. Input variables of
connectome disruption estimated via the NeMo tool

Figure 2.

Change in each of the AMPAC scores from discharge to 6-months follow-up: boxplots represent

the distributions over all subjects while lines represent each individual. [Color figure can be

viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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depended on the model’s level. The lesion volume model
included one imaging-based metric: logarithm of lesion
volume. The global level model included two imaging-
based measures per subject: efficiency and characteristic
path length. The regional level model initially included 93
imaging-based measures per subject, i.e., the ChaCo scores
for each of the 93 gray matter regions considered. The
pairwise level model initially included 661 pairwise con-
nections [out of (93 3 92)/2 5 4278 possible] that were
present in all of the 73 normal connectomes in the NeMo
Tool. There may be some variations in the presence of
edges across individuals due to population variability,
noise present in imaging and post-processing, etc. In order
to focus on region-pairs that have the highest probability
of connection, we investigated those edges that existed in
all 73 normal controls. In addition, due to population het-
erogeneity of lesion location, we chose to include only

those regions or region-pairs that had non-zero disconnec-
tion in at least 10 subjects (25% of the total population).
This procedure further minimized the possible influence of
measures with low signal in the sample. After removing
those measures with low signal, we were left with ChaCo
scores from 91/93 gray matter regions and disconnection
scores from 490/661 pairwise connections. We investigated
the influence of varying the number of subjects used for
the low signal cutoff in the model results (which were
largely minimal, see Supporting Information Methods II).

PLSR is advantageous in situations where there exist
many more input variables than available data points, as
the data gets reduced to a parsimonious set of statistically
relevant components. PLSR reduces the dimensionality of
the input variables by combining them into new variables
(components) that have maximum correlation with the
outcome variable, followed by regression on the new

Figure 3.

A heat map of the lesion areas for all 40 subjects included in the study. Color indicates the num-

ber of subjects that have the particular voxel included in their lesion masks (colorbar: no color-

5 0, white 5 9).

TABLE I. Summary of the raw AMPAC scores as well as the model diagnostics for the models based on lesion vol-

ume, global, regional and region-pair disconnection

Raw scores Lesion volume Global model Regional model Pairwise model

AMPAC
subtest Dis-charge Follow-up

t-statistic
(p-valuea) R2

Di

# Comp R2
Di

# Comp R2
Di

# Comp R2
Di

wi wi wi wi # Comp

Applied
cognitive

42.9 6 9.4 48.2 6 9.1 22.62 (0.037) 0.37 7.3 2 0.38 8.7 2 0.56 0 2 0.45 4.1 2
2.3% 1.1% 85.6% 11.0%

Basic
mobility

56.1 6 9.0 61.2 6 15.1 22.53 (0.045) 0.55 3.8 2 0.53 5.8 2 0.70 0 3 0.62 3.2 3
10.7% 3.9% 71.0% 14.3%

Daily
activity

47.4 6 9.8 54.0 6 16.6 23.52 (0.0033) 0.40 8.6 2 0.41 8.4 2 0.62 3.9 4 0.72 0 4
1.2% 1.3% 12.2% 86.6%

aBonferroni corrected for three multiple comparisons.
Shaded cells within the body of the table indicate the models with the best model fit/lowest AIC values for each of the three AMPAC
scores.
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variables. Each newly created component is independent
of the others, making PLSR advantageous when input var-
iables may be co-linear. The final number of components
for the final model were chosen via jackknife cross-
validation to minimize data over-fitting, and the stability

of the model was assessed by bootstrapping 30,000 sam-
ples with replacement [Krishnan et al., 2011]. Confidence
intervals (CIs) for the regression coefficients were calcu-
lated using the bias-corrected and accelerated percentile
method [Efron, 1987]. CIs were corrected for multiple

Figure 4.

The predicted versus true AMPAC scores for the four levels of fixed-effects PLSR models: lesion

volume model (top row), global model (second row), regional level (third row) and pairwise level

(bottom row). The three AMPAC subscores are arranged in columns: applied cognitive (left col-

umn), basic mobility (middle column) and daily activity (right column). [Color figure can be

viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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comparisons over the three PLSR models for each AMPAC
score and the various amount of input variables within
each level using the Sidak method [�Sid�ak, 1967]. If the
multiple comparisons adjusted CI for a particular input
variable did not include zero, it was considered a signifi-
cant predictor for that assessment (see Supporting Infor-
mation for details). PLSR coefficients for the brain regions
and region-pairs were illustrated via glassbrains created
using Brainography, a visualization software developed
within our lab [LoCastro et al., 2014]. Overall performance
was compared for the three model levels via R2 values,
which measure goodness-of-fit, and Akaike Information
Criterion (AIC) [Burnham and Anderson, 2002], which

measure goodness-of-fit while considering model complex-
ity. The difference in AIC for model i from the minimum
AIC across all models (Di5AICi2}min AIC) provides a way
to relatively compare models that have different input var-
iables. In general, Di < 2 indicates substantial evidence
for the model, 2 < Di < 7 indicate less support while Di

> 10 indicates that the model is quite unlikely. Finally, we
calculated the Akaike weights of each of the M models
considered, i.e., wi5exp 2Di=2ð Þ=

P
Mexp 2Di=2ð Þ. The

Akaike weights provide the probability that the model is
the best among all candidate models [Burnham and
Anderson, 2002]. All models and statistical tests were per-
formed using relevant programs within Matlab.

Figure 5.

Visualization of the PLSR regression coefficients for the regional model that had disconnection measures for each gray matter region

(ChaCo scores) as input variables. Spheres represent each of the 93 gray matter atlas regions. The radius of the sphere is propor-

tional to the size of the median of the PLSR coefficient (over the bootstrapped samples) while color denotes significance and direc-

tionality: bright red and pale red indicate negative coefficients (more disconnection 5 worse f/u) and bright blue and pale blue

indicate positive coefficients (more disconnection 5 better f/u). Bright colors denote significant coefficients while the pale colors

denote non-significant coefficients. The three AMPAC subscores are arranged in rows: applied cognitive (top row), basic mobility

(middle row) and daily activity (bottom row). Note: The scale of the spheres is identical for the basic mobility and daily activity

while the applied cognitive is twice the scale of the others (for visualization purposes).
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RESULTS

The subjects in general had increases in their AMPAC
scores from baseline to 6-months follow-up: paired t-tests
showed significant increases (after Bonferroni correction
for three multiple comparisons) from baseline to follow-up
in each of the subscores (see Table I). Figure 2 shows the
AMPAC scores from discharge to 6-month follow-up over
the population as a whole via a boxplot and while each
individual is represented as a different line. The minimal
detectable change (MDC) is the smallest change that can

be detected by a scale that corresponds to a noticeable
change in ability. The change in the mean Applied Cogni-
tive scores is just below the established MDC of 5.55,
while the other scores have change in means that are
above the established MDC (Basic Mobility: MDC 5 4.28;
Daily Activity: MDC 5 3.70) [Jette et al., 2007].

A heatmap of the lesion masks, coregistered to MNI
space is given in Figure 3. Dice’s similarity index of inter-
rater agreement between two raters for the lesion mask cre-
ation was 0.77 6 0.13 (IQR: 0.70-0.85), which is at the high
end of the good range [McHugh, 2012; Seghier et al., 2008].

Figure 6.

Visualization of the PLSR regression coefficients for the pairwise model that had disruptions of white matter connections between

pairs of gray matter regions as input variables. Spheres represent the 93 gray matter regions while pipes between them represent

the regression coefficients for the pairwise disconnection between the two gray matter regions. Pipe size is proportional to the

value of the median of the PLSR coefficient (over the bootstrapped samples), while color denotes significance and directionality:

bright red and pale red indicate negative coefficients (more disconnection 5 worse f/u) and bright blue and pale blue indicate positive

coefficients (more disconnection 5 better f/u). Bright colors denote significant coefficients while the pale colors denote non-

significant coefficients. The size of the spheres is proportional to the outgoing degree in the coefficient network—the larger the

sphere the larger the sum of the magnitude of the pairwise coefficients involving that gray matter region. Note: the pipes do NOT

represent the spatial location or geometry of the white matter fibers connecting the two gray matter regions, they are drawn as

straight lines between the spheres.
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To further investigate the influence of noise at the level of
the lesion masks, we correlated the ChaCo scores and pair-
wise disconnection measures of the two rater’s lesion
masks. The Spearman’s correlations were 0.97 and 0.95 for
the ChaCo scores and pairwise disconnection scores, respec-
tively (see Supporting Information Fig. I). We conclude that
noise present at the level of lesion masks has minimal
impact on the final disconnection scores. We also investi-
gated the effect of varying the “low-signal” threshold, i.e.,
the number of subjects in which a disconnection score had
to be present to be included in the regional and pairwise
models. The model statistics (R2 and AIC) were almost
identical for each threshold applied in both the regional
and pairwise level models. In the region-level model, the
significant variables were largely unchanged while in the
pairwise-level model, the significant coefficients of smaller
magnitude, which were mostly positive, became non-
significant as the threshold increased (see Supporting Infor-
mation Methods II).

The regional models had the best goodness-of-fit and
lowest AIC for both the basic mobility and applied cogni-
tive subscores while the pairwise model had the best
goodness-of-fit and lowest AIC values for the daily activity
subscore (see Table I). The difference in AIC values
between the best model and the others are generally
between 3 and 7, indicating there is less evidence for the
other models. The relative probabilities (Akaike weights)
for the best models, all over 70%, confirm this finding. The
model statistics in Table I also show that the lesion vol-
ume/global models perform worse than the regional/pair-
wise models: they explain 15-30% percent less variance,
have a difference in Akaike scores of more than 3 and
have much lower probability. In fact, the highest probabil-
ity (Akaike weights) of all six of the lesion volume/global
measure models is only 10%. Figure 4 shows the predicted
versus true AMPAC subscores for the four fixed-effects
model levels: lesion volume (top row), global (second
row), regional (third row) and pairwise (bottom row).

Inspection of confidence intervals of the PLSR coeffi-
cients enabled identification of input variables that were
significant predictors of a given outcome measure. Sup-
porting Information Tables II, III and IV list the significant
PLSR coefficients and their median values over the boot-
strapped samples for the lesion volume, global, regional
and pairwise level models, respectively. Shading in those
tables indicates non-imaging demographic variables. The
PLSR coefficients for each of the gray matter structures in
the regional level models are visualized in Figure 5, where
each sphere represents a particular gray matter region.
Sphere size is proportional to the relative size of the
median PLSR coefficient (over the bootstrapped samples),
while color indicates significance and directionality: bright
blue (significant positive influence), pale blue (non-signifi-
cant positive influence), bright red (significant negative
influence) or pale red (non-significant negative influence).
Positive influence means that more disconnection is

related to better follow-up while negative coefficients
mean more disconnection is related to worse follow-up.
The PLSR coefficients for the pairwise model are visual-
ized in Figure 6, where the pairwise connections are repre-
sented as pipes drawn in a straight line connecting the
two relevant gray matter regions, which are again repre-
sented by spheres. Pipe thickness is proportional to the
value of the coefficient while color denotes the same direc-
tionality and significance as in Figure 5. The size of the
spheres is proportional to the outgoing degree in the coef-
ficient network—the larger the sphere the larger the sum
of the magnitude of the pairwise coefficients involving
that gray matter region.

DISCUSSION

In this work, we successfully applied the NeMo Tool’s
measures of baseline connectome disruption to predict
long-term post-stroke recovery using routinely collected
MRI scans. A similar approach was previously used to
predict baseline dysfunction in the acute stages after
stroke [Kuceyeski et al., 2015b]. Here, we extended the
approach to incorporate details about post-stroke therapy
and other patient demographics to predict long-term
recovery. In addition, we compared models at varying
levels of connectome disruption, such as whole brain,
gray matter regions and gray matter region pairs, to
determine the best level at which to predict various long-
term outcomes. Further developing this modeling
approach so that it can be applied in the clinical setting
may help policy makers and physicians provide more
accurate and detailed prognoses to patients and their
families. Independent validation with more detailed ther-
apeutic information from much larger cohorts, optimally
from multiple medical centers, will be required before
clinical implementation.

Comparison to Existing Methods for Predicting

Post-Stroke Outcomes

Quantitative neuroimaging, especially in the context of
the connectome, has become prevalent in recent studies
aiming to link imaging biomarkers to impairments and
recovery of function in stroke [Grefkes and Fink, 2014;
Silasi and Murphy, 2014]. In stroke, the connectome plays
an essential role in both continuing degeneration via dia-
schisis, i.e., the indirect disconnection/degeneration of
remote areas due to spreading of the initial injury
[Kuceyeski et al., 2014; Von Monakow, 1914; Puig et al.,
2010], and recovery via modification/rewiring of damaged
connections [Carter et al., 2012; Urbin et al., 2014]. Studies
investigating changes to the functional connectome have
been most prevalent [Carter et al., 2009; Ovadia-Caro
et al., 2014], and are especially important in the context of
non-invasive stimulation therapies like transcranial mag-
netic stimulation [Nouri and Cramer, 2011; Plow et al.,
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2014]. Other approaches focus on the structural white mat-
ter connectome measured via diffusion MRI. These
approaches include voxel- or region-based analysis of dif-
fusion MRI metrics like fractional anisotropy (FA) [van
Hees et al., 2014; Puig et al., 2013] and tractography, i.e.,
tracing of white matter connections [Burke Quinlan et al.,
2015; Crofts et al., 2011; Johansen-Berg et al., 2010].

Most studies of long-term post-stroke outcome have
focused on motor and language recovery. Puig et al.,
(2013) showed that the ratio of FA in the contra- versus
ipsi-lesional cortico-spinal tract (CST) at 30 days was cor-
related with motor outcomes at 2 years. Another study
found that combining diffusion MRI measures of the CST
and gray matter volumetrics of the subcortical regions, in
particular the caudate, best predicted long-term motor out-
comes (R2 5 0.40) [Yang et al., 2015]. In a study most simi-
lar to ours, Hope et al., (2013) predicted various long-term
language outcomes with models based on demographic
information and the stroke lesion’s overlap with an atlas
of white matter and gray matter ROIs (R2 5 0.34–0.84).
Despite the many studies in predicting long-term motor
and language outcomes, there have been few studies ana-
lyzing the relationship between imaging biomarkers of the
connectome measures of functions that influence overall
cognitive and physical activities that determine an individ-
ual’s daily quality of life, apart from specific motor or lan-
guage abilities. One of the few studies we did find
identified significant correlations between baseline FA in
the CST with 1-month Barthel Index (r 5 0.72, R2 5 0.51)
and Functional Independence Measure (r 5 0.71, R2 5 0.50)
[Imura et al., 2015]. In another study, voxel-based lesion-
symptom mapping was performed to identify areas that
were important in post-stroke recovery of general ability
[Cheng et al., 2014]. While that approach does not explic-
itly consider connectome disruption or allow prediction of
a particular individual’s outcome, it was one of the few to
link imaging biomarkers to general recovery after stroke.
The work presented in this paper appears to be one of the
first to analyze the predictive power of different levels of
structural connectome disruption on long-term post-stroke
outcomes in various functional domains including cogni-
tion, motor and daily activities. In addition, the accuracy
of our models (R2 5 0.56-0.75) compares favorably to other
models of post-stroke outcomes in general.

Despite their obvious utility, fMRI and tractography
studies can be difficult to implement in the clinical setting.
Both approaches require advanced post-processing exper-
tise and additional resources for the acquisition of high
quality non-clinical imaging in patient populations. An
additional drawback specific to tractography in stroke
patients is that pathological changes to brain tissue, partic-
ularly proximal to the lesion, may introduce noise into the
diffusion MRI signal that can interfere with tractography
results (see discussion in Crofts et al., 2011). The NeMo
Tool circumvents these issues by using normal tractogra-
phy data and lesion information to estimate resulting con-

nectome disruptions and therefore may have greater
potential to be clinically applied. Recently, a similar tool
using normal functional connectome information was used
to show associations between lesion location/size with
symptom-relevant functional networks [Boes et al., 2015].
Tools based on normal connectome information that only
require clinically acquired imaging to estimate connectome
disruption should be made publicly available, enabling
regular use by researchers and clinicians. It will result in
improved consistency of biomarkers utilized in stroke
studies, a wide-spread problem that has recently received
attention [Harston et al., 2015].

Comparison of Models Based on the Varying

Levels of Connectome Disruption

Models based on lesion volume and global network dis-
ruption performed similarly and had the worst accuracy
for each outcome measure. None of the models had lesion
volume or global imaging metrics as significant input vari-
ables. Lesion volume is highly correlated with global net-
work metrics calculated using the NeMo Tool, which is
why their models are essentially the same. Older patients
tended to fare worse at their six-month follow-up in basic
mobility, while females tended to do worse in both basic
mobility and daily activity. This reflects many other stud-
ies finding that females tend to have poorer outcomes after
stroke, particularly in physical or mobility activities
[Fukuda et al., 2009; Patel et al., 2007; Petrea et al., 2009;
Reeves et al., 2008; Roth et al., 2011]. Not surprisingly, dis-
charge scores for two of the three metrics (Applied Cogni-
tive and Basic Mobility) were significant predictors of six-
month outcome scores. The months of rehabilitation vari-
able was also a significant predictor in two of the three
models. This was probably because patients with more
severe functional limitations were likely to have more
rehabilitation.

The fact that the lesion volume and global level models,
arguably most similar to what is used clinically, performed
the most poorly emphasizes the need for more detailed
and quantitative measures of connectome disruption when
developing prognoses for specific post-stroke functions.
However, more anatomically specific disconnection meas-
ures are not always better, as can be seen from the com-
parison of the regional and pairwise level models. In fact,
for two of the outcome measures, i.e., applied cognitive
and basic mobility, the model based on disconnection
measures at the level of gray matter regions had the best
accuracy and minimum AIC. The model based on discon-
nection measures at the level of gray matter region pairs
best predicted the subscore of daily living. We believe that
the superior statistics in the regional level model for two
of the outcome measures are a consequence of the care
taken in this work to prevent overfitting (see Supporting
Information Text I). Overfitting can occur when there are
many more input variables than observations, a problem
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that plagues the pairwise model to a greater extent than
the regional model. Taken together, these results demon-
strate that the accuracy of the model greatly depends on
the level of detail of the input variables and, importantly,
that it does not always increase with finer level of anatom-
ical detail and concomitant increases in data
dimensionality.

Relationships Between Disconnection Measures

and Recovery

The regional-level models and the pairwise level models
often had similarities between the areas that were signifi-
cant predictors of each AMPAC subscore. By comparing
Figures 5 and 6 we can see substantial overlap of the red
and blue (both bright and pale) areas between the two
figures.

Predicting recovery of applied cognitive measures

This outcome measure had the lowest accuracy and had
the least localized coefficient values (over the brain) in
both the regional and pairwise models compared to the
models predicting the other two outcome measures. This
is most likely due to the distributed nature of the brain
networks involved in the tasks related to the Applied Cog-
nitive measure, i.e., reading, writing, memory and compre-
hension. In fact, many regions important in both regional
level and pairwise models are linked to these functions.
Disconnection in many regions involved with controlling,
planning, and sensing right body movement, i.e., the left
pre/post/para central and middle frontal gyrus were
important in the regional level model, which most likely
influences writing and other right-dominant motor func-
tions in these mostly right-handed subjects. In fact, the left
superior and inferior parietal regions which are known to
be central to writing in right-handed individuals [Menon
and Desmond, 2001] were also significant predictors of the
applied cognitive score in the regional level model. The
right amygdala has been linked to declarative and episodic
memory [McDonald and White, 1993], while lesions in the
right cerebellum have been linked to verbal working mem-
ory deficits[Hokkanen et al., 2006]. Some right temporal
and frontal regions, which overlap the right ventral atten-
tion network [Corbetta and Shulman, 2002], were also sig-
nificant predictors of applied cognitive scores.

The remaining areas in the regional level model that
were significant predictors were also significant in the
pairwise model. These included the left dorsal striatum
(caudate nucleus and putamen) and globus pallidus,
which have been implicated in many higher-order execu-
tive functions like cognition involving motor function,
decision making, stimulus-response learning [Balleine
et al., 2007] and memory [McDonald and White, 1993].
The left superior frontal gyrus, which has been shown to
be particularly important in working memory and spa-

tially oriented processing [du Boisgueheneuc et al., 2006]
was also important to both model levels.

Disconnection in a few regions, mostly in the left (non-
motor) fronto-temporal areas and right motor areas, was
associated with better outcomes in both the regional and
pairwise level models. We speculate that this effect is due
to the fact that if a person had a stroke in those areas then
their left motor control/writing and right attention net-
work areas that have large influences on the tasks meas-
ured with the Applied Cognitive score were most likely
spared, allowing more complete recovery in this domain.

Predicting recovery of basic mobility measures

Four non-imaging input variables were important in
predicting Basic Mobility in all model levels: age, gender,
months of rehabilitation and discharge score. In addition,
the left precentral and left middle frontal gyrus were espe-
cially important in both the regional and pairwise models
(more disconnection 5 worse outcome). This is not surpris-
ing as the left precentral gyrus (primary motor area) is
especially important for activities that fall within this cate-
gory in our mostly right-handed subjects. The middle fron-
tal gyrus has many executive, sensory processing and
working memory functions [Fuster, 2008]. It also contains
the dorso-lateral prefrontal cortex, which is known to be
important in motor planning [Ferreira et al., 1998; Pochon,
2001]. In addition, the right anterior cingulate, which has
been linked to various functions such as motivation
[Holroyd and Yeung, 2012] and attention, particularly to
behaviorally relevant stimuli [Weissman et al., 2005], was
found to be important in predicting basic mobility in the
pairwise model (more disconnection 5 worse outcome).

Predicting recovery of daily activity measures

In the regional model, disconnection in the right supe-
rior parietal gyrus was found to be a significant predictor
of worse outcomes. The superior parietal regions are clas-
sically associated with visuo-spatial and attentional proc-
essing [Corbetta et al., 1995; Coull and Frith, 1998;
Critchley, 1952]. Right superior parietal regions in particu-
lar have been shown by recent neuroimaging studies to be
important in the manipulation of information in visual
working memory [Berryhill and Olson, 2008; Koenigs
et al., 2009]. Most interestingly, theoretical modeling work
by Honey and Sporns (2008) suggested that lesions in the
superior parietal area (Broadmann’s areas 5 and 7) had the
greatest potential to disrupt integrative aspects of neocorti-
cal function. The right middle frontal gyrus and right cal-
carine had significant positive coefficients indicating more
disconnection was significantly associated with better out-
comes. However, this was a weak association—the magni-
tude of the coefficient was about 10x smaller than the
magnitude of that in the right superior parietal gyrus. The
right middle frontal region, associated with left body
movement among other functions, was also associated
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with better Applied Cognitive measures. This indicated
that stroke lesions in this area might relate to better long-
term post-stroke recovery in different domains.

Significant coefficients in the pairwise-level model were
mainly in right temporal-parietal regions, including right
precuneus, rolandic operculum and angular gyrus, possibly
implicating the ventral attention network’s role in activities
of daily living [Corbetta and Shulman, 2002]. Middle cingu-
late as well as the left middle frontal and bilateral motor
areas also had significant negative coefficients, indicating
adverse affects on the daily activity measure.

Limitations

There are potential sources of error in the data acquisition,
image processing and model fitting. Because this work was
based on clinically acquired imaging, there are some varia-
tions as to what scans were collected/available. In particu-
lar, about half of the subjects had T1 images and half the
subjects had T2 images for coregistration of the lesion into
the space of the NeMo Tool. However, T1- versus T2-based
normalization effects were shown to be minimal in our pre-
vious NeMo Tool study with similar patients [Kuceyeski
et al., 2014]. There are also potential sources of error in the
lesion masking process. The manual approach used here
was shown to have good Dice’s inter-rater coefficient
(0.77 6 0.13), similar to our previous work [Kuceyeski et al.,
2014]. T2 shine through, partial volume effects and other
possible artifacts often must be dealt with by manual check-
ing even if an automated algorithm is used to perform the
initial masking. Therefore, there is some justification for the
purely manual approach used here. Furthermore, we
showed that the ChaCo and pairwise disconnection scores
based on the different rater’s masks had high correlation
(r 5 0.97 and 0.95, respectively). We conclude that the noise
introduced at the level of the lesion masks has minimal
impact on the final disconnection scores.

Another limitation is that the NeMo Tool uses a popula-
tion of normal controls that are younger than our current
stroke cohort. However, it must be emphasized that the
NeMo Tool is not measuring connection, but disruptions
of connection. For example, the regional disconnection
(ChaCo) scores are measuring the percent of affected tracts
out of the total connecting fibers. Even if there are fewer
connections in an elderly normal population, the percent
of affected tracts will be similar. Region-pair connections
have the same justification—there we count the damaged
fibers out of the total amount of fibers connecting two
regions, which should be proportional between younger
and older healthy controls. In addition, our previous
lesion-dysfunction mapping study in a similar population
(some patients were included in both studies) used the
NeMo Tool to map disruptions of connectivity in eloquent
regions to the proper associated patient dysfunction
[Kuceyeski et al., 2015b]. Our previous work validating the

NeMo Tool’s application in this type of population
increases confidence in the current results.

Finally, there are limitations related to the size of the data
set and the noise present in the various measurements. While
we are fairly confident that the results presented here pro-
vide insight into lesion-recovery relationships, the current
study does lack proper model validation with independent
test set of data. We did not explicitly reserve a portion of the
data as a “test set” with which to validate the selected model
created with the “training set” since we only had a moderate
sample size. To compensate for this limitation, we chose to
use strict statistical controls at every step in the model con-
struction. We were very careful to cross-validate for the num-
ber of components in the PLSR models to avoid overfitting to
the data. We also used bootstrapping to account for popula-
tion makeup and strictly controlled for multiple comparisons
when inspecting the regression coefficients’ confidence inter-
vals for the disconnection measures in the regional and pair-
wise models. Future studies using more subjects are planned
in order to perform so-called nested validation, which will
add further confidence in the extrapolation of the results to
future observations. Other factors potentially important in
predicting recovery may not have been included in the mod-
els, i.e., marital and living status, employment, other health
issues etc. Finally, the AMPAC is based on self-assessment
and therefore subject to the patient’s interpretation. However,
the majority of our discharge Applied Cognitive tests were
independently performed by a therapist and there were very
few cases of disagreement with the patient. In addition, a
recent study showed that there was relatively good agree-
ment between patient and proxy (family member or clinician)
responses [Jette et al., 2012].

CONCLUSIONS

We successfully used structural connectome disruption
information from the NeMo Tool to predict post-stroke
recovery in different domains. Exploiting the ever-
increasing knowledge of the human connectome, both
structural and functional, will be critical if we are to
understand impairment and recovery in stroke and other
neurological disorders. Utilizing clinically acquired imag-
ing and publicly available resources such as the NeMo
Tool provides an effective way to increase the efficiency,
power, reproducibility and generalizability of such studies.
Focus must be directed to publicly available tools that can
utilize clinically acquired imaging if we are to translate
research findings into improved patient care. Ultimately,
such tools could enable prediction of the effectiveness of
different therapies for a particular individual after consid-
ering their particular pattern of connectome disruption.
After more thorough validation with larger, more diverse
datasets, these methods could be valuable quantitative
tools for clinicians in developing prognoses and rehabilita-
tion plans for post-stroke recovery.
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